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We develop a maximum likelihood Pauli error decoding algorithm for stabilisers codes based on
general purpose integer optimisation. Using this decoder we analyse the performance of holographic
codes against Pauli errors and find numerical evidence for thresholds against Pauli errors. We com-
pare the performance of holographic code families of various code rates and find phenomenological
Pauli error thresholds ranging from 7% to 16%, depending on the code rate. Additionally we give
numerical evidence that the distance of the codes we consider scales polynomially with number of
physical qubits.
Recent interest in the overlap between quantum infor-
mation and the bulk-boundary correspondence [1] has
connected holography and error correction [2–4]. In
holography, degrees of freedom (DOFs) in a d+1 dimen-
sional bulk manifold are encoded in DOFs in a d dimen-
sional boundary manifold leaving substantial redundancy
to the encoding. This redundancy makes holography a
principle for developing quantum error correcting codes.
For practical quantum processing, error correction is
essential [5, 6]. A good quantum error correcting code
(QECC) ideally has four properties: a threshold against
physical errors [7]; a finite ratio – the code rate – of the
number of encoded to physical qubits [5], low-weight par-
ity check operators [8], and a fault-tolerant path to a uni-
versal gate set [9]. In this Letter, we study code thresh-
olds, rates and distances for a variety of holographic code
families, to establish their performance against some of
these metrics.
Pastawski et al. [3] (HaPPY) developed holographic
quantum error correcting codes by tessellating tensor rep-
resentations of the five qubit QECC [10] on discretised
negatively curved space. Due to the proportional scal-
ing between bulk and boundary volumes in a hyperbolic
tiling, holographic error correcting codes can form finite
rate error correcting codes. The rate of the code is tun-
able via modification of the tiling. HaPPY showed that
the code with the maximum achievable rate did not have
thresholds against erasures, however a version of the code
with reduced rate was shown to have an erasure threshold
which is comparable to that of the surface code [7, 11, 12].
The five qubit QECC was the first code used to gener-
ate holographic tilings because it has a perfect tensor rep-
resentation. This property is rare amongst known codes.
More recently it has been shown that the perfect tensor
condition can be relaxed to a block perfect condition [13],
which coincides with the definition of planar perfect tan-
gles [14]. This relaxation allows more choices for the seed
codes used to generate the holographic tiling, extending
the set of known holographic codes families to include a
holographic code based on the Steane code [15] (called
index label: 1 2 3 4 5 6 L 7
X X I I I X I X ≡ S1
I X X X I I I X ≡ S2
I I I X X X I X ≡ S3
Z Z I I I Z I Z ≡ S4
I Z Z Z I I I Z ≡ S5
I I I Z Z Z I Z ≡ S6
X X X X X X X X ≡ SX¯
Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z ≡ SZ¯
TABLE I. The ordered set of extended stabilisers and logi-
cal operators that define the block-perfect Steane code ten-
sor, T j1,...,jL,j7S . The tensor is given by T
j1,...,jL,j7
S =
〈j1, ..., jL, j7|TS〉 where |TS〉 is the +1 eigenstate of the eight
commuting operators, Sj , above.
here the heptagon code [13]). This was also shown to
have promising erasure thresholds [13].
CSS codes have a transversal CNOT gate; self-dual
CSS codes also have transversal Hadamard gates [16].
Additionally it is known how to construct any CSS code
with graph states [17, 18] which is a powerful approach
to measurement based quantum computation.
Decoding erasures is numerically straightforward [13],
but optimally decoding computational (e.g. Pauli) errors
is a numerically hard problem in general [19] (though
good decoders exist for specific codes [20–22], such as
the surface code [23–26] and the colour code [27, 28]).
Given the relative computational ease of decoding era-
sure errors, the performance of a new QECC against era-
sure has been proposed as a performance filter [24, 25].
The promising erasure thresholds for holographic codes
therefore suggests further study is warranted.
In this Letter we describe a general purpose decoding
algorithm for stabiliser codes based on a global branch
and bound integer optimisation [29]. We implement this
decoder and numerically compute the performance of
various holographic code families, including a new holo-
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2index label: 1 2 3 4 L 5
X X I X I I ≡ S1
I I X X I X ≡ S2
Z I Z Z I I ≡ S3
I Z I Z I Z ≡ S4
X I X I X I ≡ SX¯
I I Z I Z Z ≡ SZ¯
.
TABLE II. The ordered set of stabilisers and logical opera-
tors that define the block-perfect surface code fragment ten-
sor, T j1,...,jL,j5SCF = 〈j1, ..., jL, j5|TSCF〉 where |TSCF〉 is the +1
eigenstate of Sj ’s.
graphic code family based on a small surface code that
we introduce here. We provide numerical evidence of
thresholds against Pauli errors for these holographic code
families. Additionally we use related algorithms to find
distances of the codes.
Holographic code construction: Holographic codes are
seeded by an [[n, k, d]] qubit QECC [30]. The seed QECC
is described by a rank (n+ k) tensor, T , which is the en-
coding map from logical to physical space T : Hk 7→ Hn.
To be a valid code, T must be an isometry, T †T ∝ I,
which ensures perfect information recovery in the ab-
sence of noise. We define the order-(n+k) seed tensor as
T j1,...,jn+k = 〈j1, ..., jn+k|T 〉, where |T 〉 is the +1 eigen-
state of all extended stabilisers and logical operators, i.e.
the extension of the operators to act on an (n+ k)-qubit
Hilbert space.
Conventionally, the tensor indices are arranged to form
an encoding map, T j1,...,jn←jn+1,...jn+k : Hk 7→ Hn,
from the k-dimensional logical Hilbert space to the n-
dimensional physical Hilbert space. Related codes can
be defined with different index partitions, providing the
encoding tensor remains an isometry. For example, if
T j2,...,jn←j1,jn+1,...jn+k is an isometry, then it is an en-
coding map for a [[n− 1, k + 1, d′]] code.
Perfect & Block-Perfect Tensors: Some classes of ten-
sor that remain an isometry after a permutation of in-
dices. We describe two such classes. Take a tensor with
m indices in an ordered set J = {j1, j2, ..., jm}. Parti-
tion J into ordered subset A and its complement A, with
some permutation Π with respect to the reference index,
i.e. {A|A} = Π[J ]. If under all permutations Π the ten-
sor remains an isometry then it is known as a perfect
tensor [3]. If the tensor remains an isometry under all
cyclic permutations Π = σp, where σp : ji → ji+p, we
call it block-perfect.
As an example, the order-8 tensor associated with the
Steane code [15], T j1,...,jL,j7S , is block perfect [13] with
respect to the ordered set of extended operators defined
in Table I. The code family based on this seed code will
be used in the following numerical results.
We also introduce a new holographic code based on
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FIG. 1. (a) Lattice representing the [[5, 1, 2]] surface code
fragment (SCF) including stabilisers. Graphical representa-
tions of (b) a [[5, 1]] code tensor and (c) the [[6, 0]] state asso-
ciated to a [[5, 1]] code.
the [[5, 1, 2]] surface code fragment (SCF), defined over 5
qubits, shown in Fig. 1a. The SCF is a block-perfect,
error-detecting CSS code. The order-6 SCF tensor,
T j1,...,jL,j5SCF defined by the stabilisers in table II, is an
isometry for any block partition of indices from any cyclic
permutation of {1, 2, 3, 4, L, 5}.
Seed code tensors can be represented graphically as a
polygon with a leg for each index of the tensor [31]. For
a [[n, k, d]] error correcting code, the standard graphical
representation is an n-sided polygon, with a leg on each
edge for the physical qubit indices and k bulk legs (dots)
perpendicular to the face representing each logical qubit.
For example Fig. 1b is a representation of a [[5, 1]] code.
We conventionally interpret polygons like Fig. 1b as a
map from bulk to planar indices. However, tensor indices
can be partitioned into other subsets A and A: if the
tensor is an isometry for a particular choice of indices A,
it describes an encoding map from A to A. For example,
if the tensor in Fig. 1b is block-perfect, then the tensor
will be an isometry from the indices {L, 5} to {1, 2, 3, 4},
corresponding to a [[4, 2]] code.
To create holographic codes we tessellate seed codes,
represented graphically as polygons-with-legs, on a dis-
cretised 2D hyperbolic space, and contract tensor indices
on linked edges. The tessellation is truncated at a partic-
ular radius, R. For the heptagon code [13] we tessellate
heptagons which individually represent the Steane code
[15]; the version for R = 3 is shown in Fig. 2a. If every
polygon in the tesselation has an associated logical qubit,
we call it a max-rate holographic code.
Additionally, we consider some tensor networks in
which a subset of tiles in the tesselation do not have a log-
ical input, as depicted in Fig. 1c. Such ‘blank’ tiles do not
add bulk logical legs to a network, but allow us to con-
struct reduced-rate codes by mixing such tiles amongst
others that do have associated bulk indices. A particu-
lar realisation of this is the pentagon/hexagon code [3]
shown in Fig. 2b, where blank tiles are interspersed in
the tesselation. We note that a given tiling built of
order-(n+ k) tensors is consistent with any [[n, k]] code.
For instance, the order-6 tensors shown in Fig. 2b could
represent either the [[5, 1, 2]] surface code fragment from
Fig. 1a or the [[5, 1, 3]] five qubit code [10] as introduced
3(a) (b)
FIG. 2. Graphical tensor network representation of (a) the
Heptagon code [13] and (b) a reduced-rate Pentagon/Hexagon
code. These describe maps from the red logical qubits in the
bulk to the white boundary physical qubits. The seed tensor
polygons in (b) could represent any [[5, 1]] and [[6, 0]] seed
code tensors such as the SCF or 5-qubit code.
by Pastawski et al. [3].
Lastly, we will also consider tilings in which only a
single seed tensor, at the centre of the tiling, has a logical
qubit associated to it, resulting in a single-logical qubit
code with zero-rate, [3].
Pauli Decoder : In contrast to erasure decoders, opti-
mally correcting Pauli errors for general stabiliser codes
is #P-complete [19]. Here we use general purpose integer
optimisation software to perform maximum-likelihood
correction for general stabiliser codes, albeit with a high
computational cost. This is useful for evaluating new
QECCs, even if it is impractical for real-time experimen-
tal implementations. The algorithm can be applied to
any stabiliser code, with suitable adjustments from the
CSS variant described here, which we use to compute
numerical thresholds for a Pauli error channel for the
heptagon code, the SCF code and the HaPPY code [3].
We represent operators as binary support vectors
(BSV) [30, 32] for X and Z components defined for n-
qubit operator Aˆ as
Aˆ = ⊗jXˆ(aX)j Zˆ(aZ)j ≡ Xˆ⊗aX Zˆ⊗aZ (1)
where aX , aZ ∈ Zn2 . For CSS codes, either aX or aZ will
be zero for a given stabiliser or logical operator. Further,
for a self-dual CSS code such as the heptagon code aX =
aZ .
To characterise the code performance we assume that
X and Z type errors are I.I.D. For clarity we describe a
decoder for a self-dual [[n, k]] CSS QECC subject to Z
errors; X errors are treated in the same way. We consider
a generic dephasing error given by Eˆ = Zˆ⊗ε. We define
the parity check matrix S, where each stabiliser BSV,
sj , forms a row of the matrix, so that S is an
n−k
2 × n
dimensional matrix. The error syndrome is then given
by y = S · ε.
From the syndrome we employ an inverse syndrome
former (ISF) to find a correction that returns us to the
code space. The ISF matrix F is the pseudoinverse (mod
2) of the parity check matrix, satisfying FT · ST = I.
That is, each row of the ISF defines an operator that
anticommutes with only the corresponding stabiliser. We
use F , along with the syndrome to find a pure error BSV,
e = F y, that satisfies the syndrome, y = S · ε = S · e.
The complete set of errors that satisfy the syndrome is
generated by the product of all combinations of stabilisers
and logical operators with Eˆ = Zˆ⊗e. All such errors have
BSV of the form
e′ = e+
∑n−k
2
`=1
λ`s` +
∑k
m=1
µmlm, (2)
where λ`, µm ∈ Z2 and lm is a logical operator BSV.
For an IID error model, a maximum likelihood er-
ror decoder minimises the hamming weight of e′ over λ
and µ, to find a maximum likelihood correction chain
c = arg min
λ,µ∈Z2
wt[e′], where wt is the Hamming weight of
the vector. Minimising wt[e′] over λ and µ is an integer
optimisation problem. We implement this optimisation
problem using the Gurobi optimisation package [29].
Performance Simulations: We analyse the perfor-
mance of the codes against Pauli errors using Monte-
Carlo simulation of an IID depolarising error model, with
error rate p. We generate error chains numerically, from
which we compute the syndrome, which we pass to the
integer optimising decoder. To decide if the decoder has
been successful, we calculate the net error after decod-
ing, which is the product of the original error and the
correction, ε+ c. The decoder is successful if the net er-
ror acts trivially on the logical code space. Sampling over
many error instances, and different error rates allows us
to estimate thresholds in the usual way [7].
We run the decoder for a variety of different tilings
and codes. These include: Heptagon tiling based on
the Steane QECC, a pentagon tiling code based on the
[[5, 1, 3]] qubit QECC (i.e. the HaPPY code), and a dif-
ferent pentagon tiling based on a [[5, 1, 2]] surface error-
detecting code. For these broad groups, we encode dif-
ferent numbers of logical qubits, ranging from a single
logical qubit at the centre of the tiling which asymptot-
ically has zero rate, to maximum-rate encodings with as
many logical qubits as possible.
Further, logical qubits in a given code are not homoge-
neous: logical qubits encoded near the boundary is pro-
tected by fewer stabilisers compared to logical qubits en-
coded closer to the centre of the tesselation. As such,
here we report threshold figures for the performance of
the central logical qubit only.
The Supplementary Material shows performance
curves for a variety of codes. A few have notable char-
acteristics. For example, we find numerical evidence of a
threshold for the max-rate Heptagon code (r ≈ 0.22) at
around p ≈ 7.0%. This threshold is comparable with the
surface code which has a threshold of 15.5% for the same
noise model with a minimum weight perfect matching
decoder [33], but with zero rate.
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FIG. 3. A comparison of asymptotic rate and numerically es-
timated threshold against depolarising errors. of holographic
codes seeded with the Heptagon (‘Steane’) code, the [[5, 1, 3]]
SCF code, and the five qubit [[5, 1, 3]] code (HaPPY). There
is an inverse relationship between threshold and rate.
In the reduced-rate SCF holographic code (whose tiling
is shown in Fig. 2b), we find a pronounced difference
between odd radii, where the outer tensors have bulk
logical qubits, and even radii. These are characterised by
very different codes rates (rodd ≈ 0.3 and reven ≈ 0.09),
and we find thresholds at podd ≈ 7.1% and peven ≈ 8.2%
respectively (see Supplementary Material).
Lastly, for the zero-rate HaPPY code, we see some
evidence of a threshold at p ≈ 16% (see Supplementary
Material). We note that this was the only non-CSS code
we analysed with the decoder. Even though the code has
the same tiling as the SCF (which is CSS), the decoder
run-time and memory consumption was vastly greater
than the decoder applied to CSS codes. As a result, we
were only able to estimate the performance of the HaPPY
code up to R = 3, making this threshold estimate merely
provisional.
Fig. 3 summarises a larger set of numerical simula-
tions, plotting the rate and threshold for a variety of dif-
ferent holographic codes. We see the expected tradeoff
between rate and threshold quite clearly. Of the codes
we have analysed, none dominates the others: increas-
ing rate never increases the threshold, although there are
regions where the tradeoff frontier is notably flat.
Distance: The decoder also provides a way to find the
distance of a code, using the integer optimiser to find
the minimum weight logical operator. Strictly all maxi-
mum rate holographic codes have a fixed distance equal
to the distance of the seed code: this is the distance of
the logical qubits closest to the boundary. However bulk
qubits further from the boundary are better protected
than this distance suggests. A fuller picture is formed by
considering the distance of each logical qubit separately.
We define two distance measures for each logical qubit.
Firstly the logical bit distance is the lowest weight logical
operator associated to logical qubit i that acts trivially
Code Family n r=k/n d(B) d(W )
Max-rate Heptagon (Steane) ((5+
√
21)/2)R 0.22 n0.54 n0.37
Reduced-rate SCF (R even) (5+2
√
6)R/2 0.09 n0.30 n0.50
Zero-rate HaPPY (2 +
√
3)R 0 n0.65 –
TABLE III. Asymptotic physical qubit count, n, as a func-
tion of the code radius, R, the code rate, r, and extrapolated
power-law fits (the numerical prefactor is suppressed) to the
numerically computed bit, d(B), and word, d(W ), distances of
the central logical qubit in each code family.
on all other logical qubits, ie.
d
(B)
i = min
λ
wt
[
li +
∑J
j=1
λjsj
]
.
Secondly the word distance is the minimum weight logical
operator that has support on logical qubit i, but may act
non-trivially on other logical qubits. This is calculated
using
d
(W )
i = min
λ,µ
wt
[
li +
∑J
j=1
λjsj +
∑
k 6=iµklk
]
.
The word distance counts the shortest weight error that
would go undetected but would corrupt the data, while
the generally larger bit distance counts how large a logical
operator need be to act on an isolated logical qubit, useful
e.g. to work out fault tolerant constructions thereof.
Both of these distances can be found using the same
integer optimisation package used for decoding. For dif-
ferent code radii in a given code family we compute the
code distance, d, and fit a power-law as a function of the
number of physical qubits (see Supplementary Material
for the example of the Heptagon code). Table IV sum-
marises these results for d
(B,W )
central for the central logical
qubit.
Conclusions We have developed a general purpose de-
coder for stabiliser codes, based on integer optimisa-
tion. Using this decoder, we have estimated thresholds
against IID depolarising noise for different families of
holographic codes, and shown that there is a tradeoff
between the threshold and the code rate. The moder-
ately high thresholds against phenomenological depolar-
ising noise are comparable to the surface code, together
with finite rates, may offer an alternative for building
quantum processors. The holographic code stabilisers
are non-local, so present challenges in implementation,
however generating these codes with low-valence, local
cluster states is the subject of ongoing work.
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Supplementary Material
In Fig 4a we show the failure probability of the central
logical qubit for the Heptagon code against IID Pauli
errors. With this decoder we see numerical evidence of
a threshold near 7.0% for the central logical qubit. This
threshold is comparable with the surface code which has
a threshold of 15.5% for the same noise model with a
minimum weight perfect matching decoder [23, 33], albeit
with zero rate.
We also show the performance of the code below
threshold in the inset of Fig 4a, which shows that the
logical failure rate, pfailure, decreases exponentially with
pdepolarising.
In Fig 4b we show the performance of the reduced-rate
[[5, 1, 2]] holographic code. Here we see a pronounced dif-
ference between odd radii, where the outer tensors have
bulk logical qubits, and even. There appears to be a
threshold for odd radii at 7.1% and a threshold for even
radii at 8.2%. There is a similar distinction in asymp-
totic rates for the reduced rate code, the rates are reven =
1
38 (−4 + 3
√
6) ≈ 0.09 and rodd = 138 (4 + 3
√
6) ≈ 0.3.
Additionally we consider the performance of the zero-
rate HaPPY code, shown in Fig 4c. We see evidence of
a threshold here at 16.3%.
Fig. 5 shows the heptagon code distances (for the cen-
tral logical qubit) against the number of physical qubits.
We see numerical evidence of a power law scaling of dis-
tance with the number of physical qubits for both mea-
sures. Similar results are found for other code families.
Table IV shows the results of numerically found code dis-
tances for the other codes studied here, along with the
results of power law fits to the numerical results.
We also note that while the numerics here are for the
central logical qubit, the important parameter is the bulk
qubit distance from the boundary. We say a bulk qubit
is positioned at radius r, which is the number of tensors
between the bulk qubit and the centre. For example,
the radius of the central qubit r = 0 and boundary bulk
qubits r = R−1. For a given seed tensor and tessellation,
the bit distance d
(B)
R−r is constant for a given value R− r,
this is also true for word distance.
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FIG. 4. Failure probability of the central logical qubit in the a) Max-rate Heptagon Code, b) Reduced-rate SCF Code and c)
Zero-rate HaPPY code, in the presence of a depolarising channel. The inset to fig (a) shows the same data on log-scale to show
the performance well-below threshold.
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FIG. 5. The distance of the central logical qubit for the hep-
tagon code at different radii, both the bit and word distance
scale exponentially with the number of physical qubits. The
fit lines are d(W ) = n0.37 and d(B) = n0.54.
Heptagon Reduced-rate SCF HaPPY Zero Rate
Radius n d(B) d(W ) n d(B) d(W ) n d(B)
1 7 3 3 5 2 2 5 3
2 42 9 6 25 4 4 25 9
3 203 19 8 75 8 4 95 19
4 973 45 15 255 16 8 355 41
5 4662 99 29 745 20 8 1325 91
6 22337 221 80 2525 40 16 4945 321
Asymptotic ∼ (5 +√21)R ∼ n0.54 ∼ n0.37 ∼ (5 + 2√6)R Odd ∼ n0.27 ∼ n0.46 ∼ (2 +√3)R ∼ n0.65
Even ∼ n0.30 ∼ n0.50
TABLE IV. Numerically optimised bit and word distance of central logical qubits as a function of radius to the boundary
qubits. Additionally we show the dominant scaling term for number of qubits and the numeric fit of the distance for the each
code.
